
Francisco Verdesoto, Global CX & Pricing Practice Lead for Cognitus, 
has spent long tenures with various known software companies such as SAP® and Vistex®. 
He is Responsible for the Global Delivery of Cognitus Gallop Pricing Cloud suite of 
services and software solutions, helping customers across the world solve complicated 
Pricing and after the fact Order to Cash processes.

Manage rebates with a centralized and standard 
pricing solution to direct supplier and customer 
conditions with real-time insight into sales invoice’s 
header and item tables. Track and integrate all 
relevant documents including invoices, cancellations, 
credit, and debit memos, etc. seamlessly into the 
S/4HANA system. 

 Beat inevitable price fluctuation and streamline mass 
price updates by automating repetitive pricing tasks 
with the powerful cloud-based pricing software. Get 
easier access to data and improve focus of your 
pricing strategies to data-driven solutions. 

TURN YOUR BUSINESS MORE 
FLEXIBLE AND AGILE: 

Get professional assistance in pre, during, all the way 
and post-order sales services including price setting, 
price utilization and more for reduced cycle times and 
improved business processes.  

Manage dynamic pricing lists with automated 
recalculation based on predefined triggers to avoid 
profit margin leakage on your products with 
analytics-based optimization to a�ord complete 
transparency across all pricing-related initiatives.

PRICING SOFTWARE 
MADE SIMPLE.

Cognitus’s proven pricing expertise helps streamline and optimize your pricing strategy including quotes 
creation and orders for the most complex, configurable products, and services. With an exceptional ROI and 
record-breaking milestones under its head, Cognitus partners with Pricefx to equip your business with pricing 
best practices allowing you to accelerate your business growth the power to grow exponentially with higher 
accuracy and a holistic approach to pricing for accelerated profits. 

The power to reinvent the way you manage your pricing processes is in your hand. As you respond to the 
demands of a fast-moving digital and global economy, Cognitus is here to help make pricing a competitive 
advantage. Learn how Cognitus helps customers enable an e�cient, e�ective, intelligent pricing by leveraging 
Pricefx’ innovation-driven price optimization and management capabilities integrated seamlessly with the SAP 
S/4HANA portfolio: 

ORCHESTRATE SUCCESSFUL DATA-DRIVEN PRICING STRATEGIES WITH COGNITUS AND PRICEFX  

Use advanced analytics to understand profit drivers 
for every transaction and customer with flexible, 
centralized price setting, management, and AI 
optimization.

DRIVE HIGHER MARGINS WITH 
POWERFUL ANALYTICS:

REAL-TIME LOGISTICS TO ENABLE 
INTELLIGENT CLEAR-BOX PRICE 
OPTIMIZATION: 

Define pricing conditions for settlement amount, 
configure parameters for condition contract types 
and quote the best prices with relevant up-sell and 
cross-sell opportunities.

CONFIGURE-PRICE-QUOTE 
FOR HIGHER EFFICIENCY:

EASIER, SIMPLER 
ORDER-TO-CASH PROCESS: 

STAY ON TOP OF REBATES WITH 
THE ADVANCED SETTLEMENT 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES:


